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Abstract

Many languages disfavor coda voiced stops, but the number ofways in which languages

resolve coda voiced stops is limited: i.e. languages alter voiced stops by devoicing but not

by any other phonological means. For example, underlying /ab/ can become [ap], but not

*[am], *[aba] or *[a]. To explain this observation, Steriade (2001/2008) claims that (i) speak-

ers maximize the perceptual similarity between inputs and outputs, assuming that (ii) devoicing

universally yields an outcome that is perceptually most similar to the original form. This paper

reports a series of similarity judgment experiments to testthe premise (the clause (ii)). The re-

sults are mixed: several orthography-based judgment studies of English speakers demonstrate

that devoicing yields an outcome that is most similar to the target forms, compared to nasal-

ization, deletion, or epenthesis. However, the auditory follow-up experiments reveal a more

complex picture. The experiments overall provide support for the P-map hypothesis, but they

also suggest a nuanced picture of what the underlying knowledge of similarity must be.

1 Introduction

1.1 The aim of the experiments

Many languages disfavor coda voiced stops, but the number ofways in which languages resolve

a constraint against coda voiced stops is limited. A host of historically unrelated languages alter

voiced stops in codas by devoicing; see Myers (to appear) fora recent survey. However, languages

do not resolve a constraint against coda voiced stops by any other phonological means (Lombardi,

2001; Steriade, 2001/2008). For example, underlying /ab/ can become [ap], but not *[am], *[aba]
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our thanks to research assistants at the Rutgers phonetics lab—Lara Greenberg, Sophia Kao, and Shanna Lichtman—
for their help in developing this research program. Many thanks to the audiences at NELS 40, SUNY and 2010 Rutgers
Aresty Undergraduate Conference, as well as Osamu Fujimura, Kazu Kurisu, Toshio Matsuura, Jeremy Perkins, and
Kyoto Yamaguchi for their comments on this project. Any remaining errors are ours
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or *[a].1 Relatedly, in loanword adaptation, when a recipient language which lacks voiced stops

adapts voiced stops, they are rendered as voiceless stops rather than nasals (Adler, 2006; Ken-

stowicz, 2003). The absence of some strategies is an exampleof a “too-many-solutions” problem;

the number of the ways in which languages resolve some markedstructures is limited (Steriade,

2001/2008). In order to explain why languages only resort todevoicing to resolve a restriction

against coda voiced stops, Steriade (2001/2008) claims that (i) speakers maximize the perceptual

similarity between inputs and outputs, assuming that (ii) devoicing yields an outcome that is per-

ceptually most similar to the original form. The mechanism underlying this proposal is called the

P-map, which is general knowledge of similarity, or in wordsof Steriade, “a set of statements about

relative perceptibility of different contrasts, across the different contexts where they might occur”

(p. 151).

The first part of Steriade’s (2001/2008) proposal has been extended to explain other phonolog-

ical phenomena (broadly construed, including loanword adaptation and verbal art patterns) (e.g.

Adler 2006; Côté 2004; Jun 2004; Kaplan 2010; Kawahara 2006, 2007; Kawahara & Shinohara

2009; Kenstowicz 2003; Kwon 2005; McCarthy 2010; Steriade 2001a, 2003; Wilson 2006; Zu-

raw 2007).2 However, the premise (the clause (ii)) of this proposal, which should be part of the

P-map or speakers’ similarity knowledge, has never been systematically tested. This paper reports

experiments that fill that gap.

One caveat is in order, before proceeding: the aim of this paper is to test the premise of the

P-map hypothesis rather than proving its validity as a general theory of the too-many-solutions

problem. In order for the P-map hypothesis to be correct, itspremise needs to be supported;

however, the P-map hypothesis can be falsified even if our results turn out to support its premise.3

See McCarthy (2008) for a review of other proposed solutionsto the too-many-solutions problem.

Another note on similarity judgment patterns—or speech perception systems that underlie

1In Viamu Picardo, such apparent nasalization does occur, but after nasalized vowels (Jose & Auger, 2004). This
case can be considered as assimilation in nasality. We will thus set this case aside, and focus on coda positions
preceded by oral vowels.

2Implemented within Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky,1993/2004), this thesis means that “correspondence
constraints are ranked as a function of the relative distinctiveness of the contrasts they refer to” (Steriade 2001/2008:
164).

3One prominent challenge to the P-map hypothesis is how to account for cases of heterogeneity of processes
(McCarthy, 2002), in which a marked structure is resolved bymultiple phonological means. A clear example is nasal-
voiceless stop clusters, which are resolved in multiple ways (Pater, 1999). One idea proposed by Steriade (2001b,
2003) is that what P-map dictates is a default state, but other factors—such as diachronic sound changes—can create
situations which do not follow the P-map. This idea—that phonetic naturalness in phonology is default but not an
absolute requirement—was anticipated by some previous work (Dresher, 1981; Postal, 1968), and has been pursued
by some recent work (Hayes et al., 2009; Kawahara, 2008; Wilson, 2006). This proposal in particular predicts that
novel phonological patterns—for example, new phonological patterns in new loanwords or in an artificial language
learning environment—follow patterns predicted by P-map (Kawahara, 2008; Wilson, 2006). Steriade (2001b) claims
that even in languages whose native phonology resolves nasal-voiceless stop clusters in ways other than post-nasal
voicing, innovative patterns (like loanword adaptation and innovative dialects) show post-nasal voicing, suggesting
that a change in [voice] is the default option.
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them—is in order. It is not the case that speech perception systems—and the P-map that builds

on them—are entirely universal, because language-specificphonetic/phonological knowledge af-

fects speech perception (Dupoux et al., 1999; Massaro & Cohen, 1983; Moreton, 2002; Pitt, 1998).

However, it does not mean that there cannot be universal speech perception patterns, which can

sometimes be observed, for example, in the perception patterns of non-speech sounds (Holt et al.,

2004; Kingston, 2005; Kingston et al., 2009; Mann, 1986). Therefore, we believe that it is too soon

to give up the P-map hypothesis, despite that our linguisticknowledge affects speech perception.

See section 8 for more discussion.

1.2 A brief review of the previous studies

We now turn to a brief review of the previous psycholinguistics literature on which Steriade

(2001/2008) bases her claim to show that devoicing yields a form that is perceptually most simi-

lar to the unaltered form. One kind of source comes from multi-dimensional scaling analyses of

similarity judgments, which show that manner of articulation (e.g. sibilancy and sonorancy) gen-

erally provides more important auditory dimensions than voicing (Walden & Montgomery, 1975;

Peters, 1963). The same tendency is observed in a similarityjudgment task (Bailey & Hahn 2005:

360) and, to some degree, a word association task (Greenberg& Jenkins, 1964). See Steriade

(2001/2008) for a summary of other studies.4

Another line of support comes from the studies of verbal art in several languages. There has

been a long-standing observation that speakers can create verbal art—rhymes, alliteration, and

puns—by combining two “similar” but not identical sounds (e.g. hatred vs. make it: Zwicky

1976). Studies of verbal art have shown that speakers are more willing to combine two consonants

that differ in voicing than those that differ in other phonological dimensions. The more frequent

appearance of voicing mismatches has been documented in Japanese rap lyrics (Kawahara, 2007)

and Japanese pun patterns (Kawahara & Shinohara, 2009; Shinohara, 2004). A voicing contrast

mismatch has also been found to be common in English imperfect puns (Lagerquist 1980: 186;

Zwicky and Zwicky 1986: 500), Pinsky’s slant rhymes found inhis translation of the Inferno of

Dante (Hanson, 2003),5 Romanian half rhymes, especially post-nasally and word-finally (Steriade

2003: section 5), and limited so in English rock rhymes (Zwicky 1976: 685-686).

4A voicing contrast is known to be robust under white noise (Miller & Nicely, 1955). This robustness may be
due to the fact that a voicing contrast is conveyed by variousdurational cues (Kingston & Diehl, 1994; Lisker, 1986;
Port & Dalby, 1982), and that white noise does not cover durational cues well. This difference between voicing and
other manner features is in fact diminished under signal-dependent noise, to the degree that the difference becomes
non-significant (Benkı́ 2003: 140). See also Shepard (1972:106-107) for a discussion of this potentially ambivalent
behavior of a voicing contrast.

5Hanson (2003: 391) also notes that “the practice of allowingdifferences in voice in rhymes seems to have a longer
history in English than is commonly acknowledged”, and cites other examples of rhyme patterns that contain rhyme
pairs that differ in voicing. However, she also notes later (p. 322) that a voicing mismatch is limited to coronal pairs.
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1.3 The current experiments

Therefore, there are good reasons to believe that the P-map’s premise is on the right track. How-

ever, so far no systematic studies have directly tested it. One exception is Myers (to appear), which

has shown that English utterance-final stops are semi-devoiced, and hence can be confusable with

their voiceless counterparts. This study however only tests the confusability of coda voiced stops

with the voiceless couterparts; i.e. it does not test the confusability of coda voiced stops with, for

example, nasalized forms.

This paper thus aims to test the premise of the P-map hypothesis in the most direct way. To

this end, this paper reports six similarity judgment experiments that test the premise. Our findings

are mixed. Four orthography-based tests dominantly support the premise; the audio-based experi-

ments however show that similarity judgment patterns depend on detailed information of phonetic

implementation. The experiments overall provide support for the P-map hypothesis, but they also

suggest a nuanced picture of what the underlying knowledge of similarity must be.

Before proceeding, some comments are in order as to why we started with orthography-based

studies. One reason is the efficiency; we can obtain a large amount of participants rather easily,

especially in the form of online-based studies that we employ in the current project. Second, we

can avoid the effect of misperception—in an auditory presentation, some stimuli might fail to be

distinguished by the listeners, so that the results could bea mixture of discriminability and judged

similarity. Third, by not presenting sounds, we may tap speakers’ abstract knowledge of similarity

that goes beyond particular phonetic implementation patterns. The first four experiments are thus

orthography-based. Two follow-up audio-based experiments are reported as Experiment V and VI.

2 Experiment I: A multiple-choice similarity judgment task

2.1 Introduction

The first experiment was a multiple-choice similarity judgment experiment. In this experiment,

English speakers were first presented with a form that contains coda voiced stops and then various

forms which each undergo devoicing, nasalization, deletion and epenthesis. They were then asked

to choose the form that sounds most similar to the original form.

2.2 Method

The target stimuli contained coda voiced stops, and for eachtarget, the participants were presented

with four options that each represent the output of devoicing, nasalization, deletion and epenthe-
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sis.6 For example, for [ab], the four options were [ap], [am], [a],and [apa]. (The epenthetic vowel

is most likely pronounced with a reduced vowel by native speakers of English; we address the

issue of epenthetic quality in Experiments IV-VI.) The target stimuli were [ab], [ad], [ag], [itab],

[itad], and [itag]. Disyllabic stimuli were added because speakers may disfavor deletion in mono-

syllabic stimuli because of the minimal word requirement inEnglish (Hammond, 1999; McCarthy

& Prince, 1986): i.e. [a] may be disfavored because it sounds“too short”. Since all target items

involve coda voiced stops, 6 fillers were added: [am], [an], [na], [ma], [da], and [ga].

The experiment was administered online through Sakai7 using English orthography. The ex-

periment site first showed the instructions to the experiment as well as the consent form to a human

subject experiment. For each target word, four choices werepresented, and the participants were

asked which of the option sounds most similar to the target word. The order of these choices

and the presentation of the 12 stimuli were randomized by Sakai. The nasalization of [g] was

represented by [ng] with a note that these letters representthe last sound in “sang”. Although

the experiment was based on English orthography, the participants were asked to read the stimuli

before they answer the questions and base their judgments ontheir auditory quality. 32 native

speakers of English completed Experiment I.

For a statistical analysis, the posited null hypothesis wasthat each speaker was responding

randomly and therefore would choose devoicing 1.5 (=6/4) times out of 6 target items. A non-

parametric within-subject Wilcoxon test was used to assessthis null hypothesis. All statistic anal-

yses in this paper were performed using R (R Development CoreTeam, 1993-2010), which also

generated illustrative graphs.

2.3 Results and discussion

Table 1 illustrates the percentages of forms that were judged to be the most similar to the target

items with coda voiced stops. Figure 1 provides pie-graph representations of Table1.

For all targets, the speakers most often chose the devoiced outcome as most similar to the

original forms. Recall that the null hypothesis was that each speaker was responding randomly

and hence would choose devoicing 1.5 (=6/4) times out of 6 items. A non-parametric Wilcoxon

test shows that the preferences toward devoicing did not arise by chance (p < .001). This result

6There are three other phonological strategies that could possibly satisfy a constraint against coda voiced stops
(Steriade, 2001/2008): segmental reversals, featural transfer, and lenition to glides. The current experiments do not
consider the first two alternatives because they can be ruledout based on independent phonological grounds. First,
segmental reversal (/tab/→ [bat]) is independently ruled out because long-distance metathesis is known not to occur
in natural languages (Carpenter, 2002; Hume, 2001; McCarthy, 2006). Featural transfer (/tab/→ [dap]) is not possible
when there are no voiceless onset consonants on which [+voice] can dock. Moreover, we do not know of any clear
case in which a consonantal feature flops across a vowel onto adistant consonant. Finally, lenition to glides (/tab/→

[taw]) is not considered in this experiment, because corresponding glides for [d] and [g] are not clear in English.
7https://sakai.rutgers.edu/portal
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Table 1: The percentages of forms that were judged to be most similar to the target items with coda
voiced stops.

stems ab ad ag itab itad itag average
devoicing 75% 71.9% 68.8% 87.5% 78.1% 68.8% 75%

nasalization 12.5% 12.5% 15.6% 9.4% 3.1% 12.5%10.9%
deletion 3.1% 6.3% 3.1% 0% 9.4% 15.6% 6.3%

epenthesis 9.4% 9.4% 12.5% 3.1% 9.4% 3.1% 7.8%

shows that English speakers do think that devoiced forms aremost similar to the original, unaltered

forms, and that this preference does not arise by chance.

3 Experiment II: A binary-choice similarity judgment task

3.1 Introduction

To further verify the results of Experiment I and to compare the similarity differences caused by

each phonological process, a follow-up similarity judgment task was conducted with binary com-

parisons. The design involved all binary comparisons of four phonological processes (devoicing,

nasalization, deletion, and epenthesis).

3.2 Method

The target stimuli included [ab], [ad], [itab], and [ikad].8 The stimuli with coda dorsal stops

were excluded because the binary comparison design in Experiment II involves more comparisons

(4*3/2 = 6 comparisons between four different phonologicalprocesses) than Experiment I, and it

was expected (at the time of this experiment) that there would be a psychological limit on how

many questions speakers can focus on in an online test (Hayeset al., 2009). Hayes et al. state

in footnote 19 (p. 840) that “our experience in a pilot study was that most participants would not

complete more than about fifteen items [in an online linguistics test].”9 The stimuli with coda

dorsal stops were excluded because English does not offer anorthography to represent nasalized

[g] (i.e. [N]), and hence it may not be ideal. (We did not consider it to be acrucial problem given

8In this experiment, as well as in Experiment III, V, VI, we used [ikad] instead of [itad], because speakers may dis-
favor [itat] because of the two [t]s in adjacent syllables (Coetzee 2008 and references cited therein). This consideration
was not made when we ran Experiment I and Experiment IV (Experiment IV was a direct follow-up of Experiment I).
The inter-experimental consistency here is not intentional.

9Having run many other online-based linguistic experiments, we now believe that this assumption was too conser-
vative. Those speakers who are willing to participate in experiments can deal with many more questions than 15. See
Reips (2002) for general discussion on pros and cons of online-based experimentation.
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Figure 1: The percentages of forms that were judged to be mostsimilar to the target items with
coda voiced stops.

the results in Experiment I, but since we needed to exclude something, we excluded this less-than

ideal case.) As a result, Experiment II contained 24 stimuli(6 comparisons * 4 stems).

The procedure was almost identical to Experiment I. Given binary choices, the participants

were asked which of the options sounds most similar to the target word. For example, one question

asked which one of [ap] and [aba] is more similar to [ab]. The order of these two choices was

randomized by Sakai. The overall experiment was organized into two smaller blocks. The first

block contained all 12 monosyllabic stimuli (6 comparisons* 2 target stems) followed by a break

sign where the participants were encouraged to take a break.After the break, the second block

contained all 12 disyllabic stimuli. The order of the stimuli within a block was randomized by

Sakai. 35 native speakers of English participated in Experiment II.

Within-subject non-parametric Wilcoxon tests were used toassess any skews in the speakers’

responses. The alpha level was adjusted according to the number of multiple comparisons.

3.3 Results and discussion

Table 2 illustrates the percentages of devoiced forms chosen as more similar to the target forms

than the outcomes of other phonological processes. Figure 2and Figure 3 visually illustrate the
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comparisons separately for monosyllabic and disyllabic stimuli.

Table 2: The percentages of devoicing chosen as more similarthan other phonological processes.

against nasalization against deletion against epenthesis
ab 69.4% 88.9% 61.1%
ad 86.1% 83.3% 58.3%

itab 75% 91.7% 72.2%
ikad 80.6% 91.7% 66.7%

average 77.8% 88.9% 64.6%

The participants chose devoicing as yielding more similar outcomes than any other phonolog-

ical operations in all the comparisons in all the stems (p < .001). Among the three competitors,

epenthesis seems to be the strongest competitor against devoicing; i.e. epenthesis may yield the

second most similar forms to the unaltered form with a coda stop.

We also note that generally, devoicing was considered to be similar to the original forms more

often in disyllabic forms than in monosyllabic forms. We mayconjecture that word-final voicing

is weaker in longer words than in shorter words because of thelowering of subglottal pressure, and

hence word-final voiced stops have a weaker voicing contrastin long words than in short words.

This hypothesis is speculative, though, and needs to be tested in a systematic acoustic study.
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Table 3 illustrates comparisons that do not involve devoicing, and Figure 4 and Figure 5 visually

illustrate them. Epenthesis generally yielded a form that is more similar to the original form than

nasalization and deletion did (except in one condition, [itab], where nasalization was chosen to

be more similar than epenthesis). Nasalized forms were always judged to be more similar to the

original form than forms with deletion.

Table 3: Processes that were chosen as more similar than the other, and their percentages of times
that they were chosen to be more similar.

ep vs. nas ep vs. del nas vs. del
ab ep (66.7%) ep (65.7%) nas (69.4%)
ad ep (72.2%) ep (69.4%) nas (52.8%)
itab nas (55.6%) ep (55.6%) nas (80.0%)
ikad ep (63.9%) ep (66.7%) nas (61.1%)

The total order of judged similarity, therefore, is: devoicing > epenthesis> nasalization

> deletion (where “>” means “is judged to be more similar to the unaltered form”).How-

ever, when we adjusted the alpha level for multiple comparisons (α = .05/3 = .016), the last

two comparisons—(i) epenthesis against nasalization and deletion and (ii) nasalization against

deletion—did not turn out to be significant. Recall that the comparison of devoicing with the other

three phonological repairs was significant (p < .001), highlighting the special status of devoicing.

To summarize, Experiment II shows that speakers treat devoicing differently from the other

three phonological processes, again supporting the premise of Steriade (2001/2008) that devoic-

ing yields a form that is most similar to the original, unaltered form. Comparisons among other

phonological processes did not reveal significant differences, although epenthesis showed some

hint toward yielding the second most similar form to the original form.
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4 Experiment III: A similarity rating task

4.1 Introduction

To confirm that the results obtained in Experiment I and II arenot an artifact of task design (i.e.

forced choice methods), a rating task was run. In this task, speakers were asked to judge the

perceptual differences between two stimuli on a given scale.

4.2 Method

The target stimuli were [ab], [ad], [itab], [ikad]. These four stems were each compared to the

outcome of four phonological operations (e.g. [ab]-[ap], [ab]-[am], [ab]-[a], and [ab]-[aba]). The

total number of stimuli was thus 4*4=16. The stimuli with coda [g] were not included because 16

test items would have been sufficient for an online test (Hayes et al., 2009) (though see footnote 9).

The scale was a 5-point scale: (A) almost identical, (B) verysimilar, (C) similar, (D) not so similar,

and (E) completely different (the scale was provided alphabetically because it was the only option

in Sakai). The responses were later converted numerically as follows: “almost identical”=5, “very

similar”=4, “similar”=3, “not so similar”=2 and “completely different” =1.

The entire experiment was organized into two smaller blocks, preceded by a practice session

with 3 items. The design included a practice session so as to allow participants to establish their

subjective scale of similarity before proceeding to the main session. The first block contained

monosyllabic stimuli with 8 items (2 stems * 4 comparisons) followed by a break sign. After the

break, the second block contained all disyllabic stimuli. The order of the stimuli within a block but

not the order of the options was randomized by Sakai. 27 native speakers of English participated

in Experiment III.

A within-subject Wilcoxon contrast test compared the judged similarity scores between the

devoiced form and the average of the other three forms.

4.3 Results and discussion

Table 4 and Figure 6 illustrate the averages of similarity ratings of the four forms in each condition.

The participants judged the devoiced forms (the leftmost bars) to be more similar to the original

forms than other forms. A Wilcoxon contrast test compared the judged similarity scores between

the devoiced form and the average of the other three forms, and revealed a statistically significant

difference (p < .001). The result from the magnitude estimation study again supports the P-map’s

assumption (Steriade, 2001/2008) that devoicing is judgedto yield a form that is most similar to

the form with a coda voiced stop.
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Table 4: Similarity ratings in each comparison.

ab ad itab ikad average
devoicing 3.46 2.85 3.46 3.46 3.31

nasalization 1.77 2.00 2.5 2.5 2.19
deletion 1.56 1.62 2.42 2.5 2.02

epenthesis 2.23 2.04 2.16 2.19 2.15
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Figure 6: The average similarity ratings of the four types offorms with respect to the original forms
with coda voiced stops. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals based on variability
across 27 speakers.
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5 Experiment IV: High vowel epenthesis

5.1 Introduction

The concern that Experiment IV addressed is that in the threepreceding experiments, the epenthetic

candidate was created with an epenthetic [a]. Although the orthographic [a] in the final syllable of

the epenthetic form (e.g. [aba]) is likely to have been read with a reduced vowel, there was also

some concern. If the word-final epenthetic vowel was read as afull vowel, then [a] is in general

longer in duration than other vowels (Lehiste, 1970; Lindblom, 1968; Peterson & Lehiste, 1960;

Umeda, 1975). To address this concern, this experiment included the epenthetic target in which the

epenthetic vowel is [i]. [i] is shorter (Peterson & Lehiste,1960) and less intense (Fairbanks et al.,

1950) than [a] in English10. This vowel is moreover arguably used for epenthesis in English (Yip,

1987) and other languages (Howe & Pulleyblank, 2004).

5.2 Method

The details of the experimental design were identical to Experiment I, except for a few aspects.

As with Experiment I, there were 6 target stems ([ab], [ad], [ag], [itab], [itad], [itag]), together

with 6 filler items. The task was a three-way forced choice similarity test, with the options being

the devoiced candidate, a candidate with an epenthetic [a],and a candidate with an epenthetic [i].

The participants were gathered primarily through “Psychological Research on the Net” maintained

by Dr. John H. Krantz, which hosts many online psychology experiments.11 35 native English

speakers completed the survey.

5.3 Results and discussion

Table 5 and Figure 7 illustrate the percentages of each form chosen as being most similar to the

original forms.

Speakers considered the devoiced forms as the most similar to the target forms (p < .001).

Speakers did not consider forms with [i]-epenthesis more similar than the forms with [a]-epenthesis.

As anticipated above, English orthographic representation aba is likely to have been read with a

reduced second vowel (i.e. schwa), so that the second vowel may have been actually shorter in

duration than [i]. To summarize, Experiment IV shows that devoicing is considered to be more

similar to the original form than epenthesis, even when the epenthetic form contains a short high

vowel [i].

10Though see Parker 2002 for a result that does not necessarilysupport the weaker intensity of high vowels with
respect to low vowels.

11http://psych.hanover.edu/research/exponnet.html
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Table 5: The percentages of forms that were judged to be most similar to the target items with coda
voiced stops.

ab ad ag itab itad itag average
devoicing 80.0% 77.1% 68.6% 74.3% 74.3% 77.1%75.2%

[i]-epenthesis 2.9% 2.9% 5.7% 2.9% 5.7% 8.6% 4.8%
[a]-epenthesis 17.1% 20.0% 25.7% 22.9% 20.0% 14.3%20%

6 Experiment V: Auditory Experiment I

6.1 Introduction

The previous four experiments support the premise of the P-map hypothesis. The four experiments

used orthography-based tests, and recall that that was without reason (see section 1.3). However,

since the P-map hypothesis is about perceptual similarity,a follow-up sound-based similarity judg-

ment experiment was run.

6.2 Method

The target stimuli in this experiment included [ab], [ad], [ag], [itab], [ikad], [itag]. As with the

previous experiments, for each form we prepared devoiced forms, nasalized forms, forms with

deletion, forms with epenthetic [i] (e.g. for [ab], the fouroptions were [ap], [am], [a], [abi]). [i]

was used for the epenthetic vowel because it is short and non-intense, and also because it can be

used as an epenthetic vowel in English (see section 5.1). Twofemale native speakers of English

(both from New Jersey) were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth (one speaker is the second

author). Each syllable was written on a separate index card,and the order was randomized. Their

speech was recorded through an AT4040 Cardioid Capacitor microphone with a pop filter and

amplified through an amplifier (DIGITAL MPA by ART). The recorded speech was digitized at a

44k sampling rate. The stimuli were placed in a frame sentence: “Please say the word X twice.”

Speakers always put stress on the stem vowel [a] to avoid stress differences among different forms.

After the recording, the target stimuli were extracted at zero crossings using Praat (Boersma

& Weenink, 1999-2010). Since the speakers did not assign a uniform pitch contour to all target

syllables, the stimuli were re-synthesized with a flat pitchcontour at 250Hz using Praat’s PSOLA

function. The peak amplitude was adjusted to 0.7. Two tokensfrom each speaker were used for

the listening experiment.

The experiment was run on Sakai, which allows us to embed sounds; the sound files were

converted to mp3 files for embedding. For each question, we first presented a target stem with a

coda voiced stop, followed by four options, all in auditory format (they appeared as play buttons
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Figure 7: The results of the three-way similarity judgment task comparing devoiced forms, forms
with [i]-epenthesis, and forms with [a]-epenthesis.

without orthography). To avoid misperception of stimuli, participants were allowed to listen to the

stimuli as many times as they liked; in fact, they were encouraged to listen to all the sounds at least

twice to avoid being confused which play button correspondsto which sound. All participants

used high quality headphones (Sennheiser HD 280 Pro), and the experiment was run in a sound-

attenuated room at the Rutgers phonetics laboratory. Listeners started with three practice questions

before proceeding to the main session.

The participants were recruited from the psychology subject pool at Rutgers University and

students of introductory linguistics classes. They primarily participated in the experiments for

course requirements or extra credit. 30 native speakers of English completed this experiment. A

within-subject Wilcoxon test was used to access the null hypothesis that listeners were responding

randomly.

6.3 Results and discussion

Table 6 represents the percentages of forms that were judgedto be most similar to the target items

with coda voiced stops; Figure 8 represents the result visually.

The English listeners considered the devoiced forms as the most similar to the target forms,
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Table 6: The percentages of forms that were judged to be most similar to the target items with coda
voiced stops.

ab ad ag itab ikad itag average
devoicing 56.1% 45.0% 47.5% 48.3% 56.7% 46.2%50.0%

nasalization 21.1% 20.0% 18.6% 21.7% 9.2% 21.0%18.6%
deletion 14.9% 20.8% 18.6% 22.5% 25.8% 23.5%20.0%

epenthesis 7.9% 14.2% 15.3% 7.5% 8.3% 9.2% 10.4%

about 50% of the time. This skew in response was significantlydifferent from chance (p < .01),

although the skew is not as strong as in the previous experiments. A sound-based similarity judg-

ment experiment yet again supports the hypothesis that devoicing yields the most similar outcome,

although less straightforwardly so than the previous experiments.

One reason for the less extreme skew toward devoicing was because there were some item-

specific effects. For example, one speaker (but not the other) flapped word-final [d] in one form:

because the following word in the frame sentence was “twice”, she degeminated the final [d] with

the following [t] and flapped it. The listeners thought nasalization was the most similar to this

token, because both a flap and a nasal are both sonorants. The same speaker also produced one

nasalization candidate which contained [N] with a small nasal burst. This token was considered to

be very similar to [g]. These results show that similarity judgments can be affected by phonetic

details of particular tokens, and although devoicing turnsout to be chosen as most similar most

often, this preference can depend on how particular sounds are phonetically implemented.

The result then implies that, to the extent that the P-map hypothesis is on the right track as a

theory of the too-many-solutions problem, its basis involves some abstraction: it is not the case that

devoiced forms always yield forms that are most similar to the original forms—but devoicing does

so most often. The similarity knowledge underlying phonology thus must be based on abstraction

over experiences listening to multiple tokens.

7 Experiment VI: Auditory Experiment II

7.1 Introduction

In Experiment V, devoicing was chosen as most similar, but not as often as the previous four

experiments. The result shows that similarity judgement patterns can be influenced by particular

phonetic implementation patterns. Building on this result, the final experiment had two aims: (i)

to further test the effect of particular phonetic implementations of phonological forms, and (ii) to

use schwa for an epenthetic candidate.
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Figure 8: The percentages of each form chosen as most similarto target forms in the sound-based
similarity judgment task.

7.2 Method

The stimulus structure is the same as Experiment V, except that the epenthetic candidate had a

schwa. Three female native speakers of English (all from NewJersey), including the two speakers

who produced the stimuli for the last experiment, were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth,

digitized at 44K. The stimuli were placed in a frame sentence: “Please say the word X three times.”

To avoid flapping and reduction of word-final consonants, speakers were encouraged to release all

the word-final consonants. They placed stress on the stem vowel [a]. The speakers repeated each

token 10 times.

The target stimuli were extracted at zero crossings using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 1999-

2010); the stimuli were re-synthesized with a flat pitch contour at 250Hz. The peak amplitude was

adjusted to 0.7. Out of 10 repetitions, those that had phonetic distortions (e.g. clipping, heavy

creakiness, unintended vowel qualities, misplaced stress, nasal burst) were excluded. As a result,

for all the stimuli, four tokens from each speaker were used for the listening experiment. Our pilot

result shows that given the stimuli with (heavily) releasedword-final consonants, listeners chose

epenthesis as a most similar form to the original, unalteredform (73%), presumably because vo-

calic releases in the original tokens resemble schwa very much (Silverman, to appear) (see Figure
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9, Left). Therefore, we spliced off all heavy releases from voiced stops (Figure 9, Right); also, we

spliced off heavy releases from voiceless stops and attached normally released stop bursts.

The procedure was identical to the previous experiment. Theexperiment started with a practice

block with three items. The main session was organized into three blocks, each block presenting

tokens from one speaker. We blocked the experiments by speaker so that the listeners would

not be distracted by individual speech style differences. All sound tokens were repeated twice.

Within each block, the same number of fillers were included. As a result each block contained

24 target items (6 stems * 4 tokens * 2 repetitions) and 24 fillers. The participants were students

of introductory psychology or linguistics classes. 18 native speakers of English completed this

experiment.
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Figure 9: A released token of [b] (unedited, left) and its spliced token (right). The time scales are
different.

7.3 Results and discussion

Table 7 and Figure 10 represent the percentages of forms thatwere judged to be most similar to

the target items. Despite the fact that we spliced off audible releases, the listeners still chose the

epenthetic candidate as most similar to the original form most often (p < .05). Devoicing on the

other hand was not very often chosen as similar to the unaltered form.

The result of the last two auditory experiments shows that patterns of similarity judgments

can crucially depend on details of phonetic implementation. In particular, audible release in coda

voiced stops, even after they are spliced off, can be judged to be similar to epenthetic schwa.
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Table 7: The percentages of forms that were judged to be most similar to the target items with coda
voiced stops.

ab ad ag itab ikad itag average
devoicing 27.8% 17.4% 8.88% 22.3% 23.1% 19.9%19.9%

nasalization 8.8% 14.6% 12.1% 13% 13.9% 8.8% 11.9%
deletion 22.7% 20.2% 24.8% 25.1% 23.6% 9.2%23.3%

epenthesis 40.7% 47.9% 54.2% 39.5% 39.4% 48.1%45%

The challenge to the P-map hypothesis is then, if a language releases final voiced consonants,

why don’t speakers of that language repair coda voiced stop with an epenthetic schwa? Recall that

the P-map hypothesis aims to explain theuniversallack of phonological strategies other than de-

voicing to resolve a constraint against coda voiced stops. If there issomephonetic implementation

of coda voiced stops which can be judged to be similar to the epenthesized form, then why can’t

that form provide a basis to induce phonological epenthesis?12

8 Summary and conclusion

8.1 Summary

The first four orthography-based experiments show that English speakers find the devoiced out-

come as most similar to the original forms compared to the outcomes of other phonological forms.

This finding supports the premise of Steriade (2001/2008). The phonological strategy that speakers

chose as yielding the most similar form to the original form is actually the phonological strategy

observed in natural languages. On the other hand, the final auditory experiment with an epenthetic

schwa shows that schwa-epenthesis was judged to be the most similar form, when the target con-

sonants are heavily released (even after the releases themselves are removed). This result raises a

challenge to the P-map hypothesis; to the extent that forms with a schwa epenthesis are most sim-

ilar to the original forms, then the P-map hypothesis predicts that languages can resort to schwa

epenthesis, if the knowledge of similarity is based on released coda voiced stops.

12Jeremy Perkins (p.c) suggested that the P-map hypothesis berestricted to comparisons at the level of features (and
not the level of segments). This amendment does solve this problem, but it at the same time significantly narrows
down the original scope of the P-map hypothesis. This revision to the original P-map hypothesis, though consistent
with the results of Experiment VI, does not explain any longer why languages do not use epenthesis to rescue coda
voiced stops.
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Figure 10: The percentages of forms that were chosen to be most similar in the second sound-based
similarity judgment task.

8.2 Discussion and topics for future experimentation

The result of Experiment VI in and of itself does not immediately falsify the premise of the P-map

hypothesis because speakers may not canonically release word-final voiced stops. Myers (to ap-

pear) has shown that English utterance-final coda stops are semi-devoiced, and such sounds are

readily confused as their voiceless counterparts. In our current experiments, the first four experi-

ments presented the stimuli in isolation, whereas the last two experiments presented stimuli which

were originally uttered sentence-internally. In Experiment VI, the final stops were fully released.

It could be that coda devoicing has its roots in the utterance-final semi-devoicing. Indeed this

utterance-final semi-devoicing could be the cause of the special status of devoicing we observed

in Experiment I-IV: since such voiced stops are already half-way to becoming voiceless as they

are pronounced in isolation in the listeners’ head, devoicing is judged to be the form that is most

similar to the original form. On the other hand, the stimuli in Experiment V and VI were recorded

in sentence-internal positions and were not semi-devoiced. Therefore, devoicing was not judged

to be so similar to the original unaltered forms. To address this hypothesis, one possible follow-up

experiment would be to use tokens that contain utterance-final coda stops for auditory similarity

judgment experiments.
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Another project that is left for future research is whether the similarity judgment patterns ob-

served in the current experiments—especially those found in Experiment I-V)—hold for speakers

of other languages. To the extent that the P-map hypothesis attempts to explain the universal lack

of non-devoicing strategies, the same similarity judgmentpatterns should hold in other languages.

In particular, it would be interesting to investigate languages that lack coda consonants altogether.

Such a language provides a testing ground to investigate similarity patterns in coda positions with-

out an influence of their language background. On this note, Broselow et al. (1998) show that

Mandarin speakers spontaneously show coda devoicing when acquiring a second language, and it

would be interesting to investigate whether this coda devoicing has its root in their P-map knowl-

edge.

Finally, similarity measures can and should be investigated through other experimental paradigms,

such as identification experiments under noise and discrimination experiments. While all of these

experiments are necessary to further test the foundation ofthe P-map hypothesis, they are left as

topics for future investigation, both due to time and space limitation.

To summarize, our orthography-based experiments generally support the premise of the P-map

hypothesis; English speakers do find devoiced forms to be most similar to the original, unaltered

form with coda voiced stops. Two auditory experiments show that similarity judgment patterns cru-

cially depend on phonetic implementation patterns. Therefore, a question remains how language

learners acquire the similarity knowledge underlying phonological patterns. Future investigation

should address this issue.
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